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Description of the PhD thesis project

Our research aims at describing cell membranes and cytoskeletal elements at molecular level. We are interested in proteins involved in cell division, in cell detoxification and in communication between organelles. Our strategy relies on using in vitro systems to identify minimal functional units and modulate parameters that are difficult to access in cell. We use cryo-EM to get 3D architectures of both proteins and membranes at the highest resolution.

Cellular organelles communicate by intravesicular transport and through membrane contact sites (MCS). MCS are involved in lipid homeostasis, Ca-signaling or organelle inheritance. MCS dysfunctions are reported in tumor progression and proteins are targets of anti-cancer drugs. There is no molecular model of MCS, which limits our understanding of the mechanisms of assembly/disassembly of MCS and associated functions. With cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET) and in vitro reconstituted contact sites made of purified VAP-A in the ER and OSBP a lipid transporter on the Golgi, we have revealed the importance of intrinsically disordered regions of the constituent proteins in the 3D function and architecture of MCS (Jacmena D Dev Cell 2019, de la Mora in prep.).

PhD thesis will focus on Tricalbins3 in ER membrane and linked to Pip2 at the PM, probably involved in Ca-stimulated lipid transport. The goals are to determine the 3D architecture of Trcb3 from in vitro reconstituted MCSs at sub-nanometric resolution by cryo-ET, understand the molecular determinants of MCS assembly/disassembly, contextualize the in vitro results in a cellular environment, in collaboration with W. Kukulski (MRC, UK) who analyses Trcb3 by cryo-ET in cells.

This will be the first high resolution 3D model of proteins engaged in MCS with expected large impact on the understanding of MCS in general. The project uses approaches of membrane biochemistry, cryo-EM, image analysis, structural biology and cell biology.
International, interdisciplinary & intersectoral aspects of the project

The Team Molecular Microscopy of Membranes is composed of biophysicists and biologists. The project uses approaches of membrane biochemistry, cryo-EM, image analysis and structural biology to understand a major cell function. It involves concepts of in vitro design and reconstitution of minimal machinery to reproduce a function, membrane biophysics for membrane remodeling associated with MCS and computational signal analysis for cryo-tomogram processing. Through our collaboration with W. Kukulski (LMB, MRC, UK), it combines multi-scale approaches from molecular to cellular. Through interaction with DIVA, the project will extend to approaches of deep learning and augmented reality.
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Expected profile of the candidate

Applicants should have a strong desire to explore cell biological phenomena in an in vitro context, an interest in cryo-EM and computational analysis and should show solid capacity for independent and creative thinking. Background in biophysics or structural biology is strongly recommended. During the PhD thesis, the student will be trained in the membrane biochemistry, cryo-electron microscopy and image analysis with the help of biochemists and cryo-electron microscopists in the Molecular Microscopy of Membranes group.